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• This paper is the first in a series of 16 
which reviews the use of information 
and communication technology (ICT) 
in dentistry. 

• It considers how new technologies are 
transforming dental education. 

• It concludes that the development of 
appropriate technology should be driven 
by educational needs, not the search for a 
purpose for the tools themselves. 
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Information and communications technology (ICT) is a universal term describing the use of technology and media to dis
seminate and share knowledge and information. Educational media provide a means by which information can be communi
cated between teacher and learner. In this context, the aim of this digest is to summarise and describe the spectrum of tools 
available. All technologies used in education have their strengths and weaknesses. Variety needs to be balanced by economy. 
However, it must be remembered that technology is not the overriding issue. The design of the learning environment and the 
learning experience itself are far more important. Technologies are generally flexible and can be used in a variety of ways. 
Knowledge of these technologies will help guide appropriate selection. The following tools are described: 1. Telecommunica
tions services; 2. Communications tools (social software) including email, newsgroups, weblogs and wikis; 3. Richmedia in 
interactive training and learning; 4. Compact discs (CDs) and digital video discs (DVDs); 5. Virtual learning environments (VLE); 
6. Sophisticated communications – videoconferencing, webcasting and podcasts; 7. Interactive television; and 8. Virtual reality. 
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This overview of the information and 
communications technology (ICT) tools 
available for the education and train
ing of dentists and their team is the 
first in a series of articles revealing 
how the practice of teaching and learn
ing is influencing technology in dental 
training. In a rapidly changing world 
this digest is a snapshot of the tech
nology at the time of preparation;  
developments will march on apace.  
Good pedagogical practices will inevi
tably continue to flex and challenge 
technological advances. 

e-Learning has been defi ned as 
‘learning in a way that uses informa
tion and communication technologies’.1 
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ICT makes possible the interactive shar
ing of knowledge and information by 
providing ever newer and faster ways 
of delivering and accessing informa
tion, innovative methods of ‘real-time’ 
communication and new ways to carry 
out all types of business. ‘Real-time’ 
communication is used to describe a  
number of different computer features, 
for example real-time operating sys
tems are systems that respond to input 
immediately. ICT is ensuring that more 
and more information is available in the 
public domain. This can lead to improved 
efficiency, transparency and account
ability but can also be overwhelming. 
The ‘transformational’ potential of ICT 
may be immense but it is imperative 
that the dental profession take advan
tage of the ‘knowledge-based’ environ
ment and apply the technology to reap 
both social and economic rewards in 
the future.2 

A major indicator of the success of any 
technological development is the point 
when it ceases to be treated as novel or 
new and becomes the norm. Examples 
in ICT include email, Internet connec
tivity, CD-ROM access (compact disc
read only memory) and DVDs (digital 
versatile/video disc). The establishment 
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of industry-wide reliable standards, 
decreasing costs, the availability of 
broadband or ADSL (asynchronous digital 
subscribers line) and Internet proto
col (IP) as well as increasingly robust 
networks are creating an environment 
where the use of ICT and ICT tools is now 
accepted. However, the pioneers of the 
technology did not expect it to entirely 
replace person-to-person interaction or 
communication.3 Indeed, a whole peda
gogy has evolved over the past few 
decades that has driven and supported 
the appropriate and effective use of 
technology and the media in learning 
and teaching.4,5 

1. TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
SERVICES 

Telecommunications technologies and 
services are platforms or ‘vehicles’ 
which allow all types of data or infor
mation transmission, from voice to 
video. Advances in these technologies 
and services are providing a wider range 
of possibilities that can have a positive 
impact upon the ‘electronic’ or ‘e-learn
ing’ environment. Essentially these 
new services improve the delivery and 
accessibility of knowledge, information 
and expertise together with educational 
courses in general. 

Two developments in
‘broadband’ and ‘wireless’ – are poten
tially having the greatest infl uence. 

Broadband has been the cornerstone of 
the UK Government’s ICT policy, which 
by 2005 had aimed to create the most 
extensive and competitive broadband 
market and to exploit its full poten
tial in education. According
Broadband Stakeholder Group (BSG) at 
that time, ‘Broadband can transform 
the learning experience for students as 
it can expose them to a range of excit
ing and innovative learning
that was previously either
ble or impractical in the narrowband 
environment’. Its greater 
(the speed of data or information trans
ferred in a fixed time) over the dial-up 
(standard telephone line) alternative 
allows for the faster
larger files of data in multimedia form, 
while its ‘always-on’ nature not only 
reduces user costs, but also allows for 
increased interaction.6 

In the UK broadband is commonly  
delivered using asynchronous digital 
service lines (ADSL) – a transmission 
technology that allows more data to be  
sent over existing copper telephone lines. 
This supports speeds of 1.5 to 24 Mbps  
with ADSL 2+ (megabits per second – a 
convenient measure of the data rate in 
digital communications) when receiving 
data (known as the downstream rate) and 
from 16 to 640 Kbps and above when send
ing data (known as the upstream rate). 
This availability and decreasing prices is 
boosting the use of broadband. However, 
ADSL is not ideal for every educational 
application, most notably videoconfer
encing, due to this dual speed character
istic. Symmetric services (SDSL), offering 
higher speeds in both directions, are now 
available from BT and others and these 
‘bandwidth-on-demand’ services allow 
users to deploy higher bandwidths when 
required by demanding applications such 
as videoconferencing. 

More problematic for ASDL users is 
the lack of consistent response inherent 
in the technology and the variability of 
speed depending on the number of sub

networks or ‘intranets’ as they are more 
commonly known, are built to higher 
standards than the public Internet with 
better security, stability and faster 
speeds, and, therefore are far less likely 
to suffer from latency and packet loss 
difficulties. However, as the BSG report 
points out, ‘The full educational impact 
of broadband can only be realised when 
off-campus connectivity (ie learners in 
the home) mirrors that on-campus.’6 

Outside the UK, similar developments 
in other countries are also increasing 
broadband’s deployment and uptake. All 
the EU15 (the old members prior to 1 
May 2004) Member States have national 
broadband strategies and the new mem
ber states have also tabled theirs. 

The December 2005 statistics from the 
Organisation for Economic Co-opera
tion and Development (OECD) show that 
there were 158 million broadband sub
scribers in OECD countries. The larg
est number, not surprisingly, were in 
the US with over 49 million; the UK 
had over 9.5 million while in terms of 
penetration, the list was headed by Ice
land, Korea, the Netherlands and Den
mark with more than 25 subscribers per 

It is not surprising that the developed 
world is ahead in the broadband stakes. 
Developing countries with their poorer 

 telecommunications infra
structure are not in such a happy posi
tion. However, they may be able to catch 
up through broadband wireless technol
ogy which is easier, quicker and cheaper 

For many, wireless means GSM (glo
bal system for mobile communications) 
mobile phones operating at 9.6 Kbits and 
primarily used for voice and texting. 
However, general packet radio service 
(GPRS), a derivative of GSM and using 
IP, provides a data service theoretically 
capable of speeds up to 172.2 kilobits 
per second (Kbps), although limitations 
mean actual speeds are a lot lower. With 
a typical throughput of 40 Kbps, email 
and Internet access on the move are per-

Further speed enhancements are being 
promised by EDGE (enhanced data rates 
for GSM evolution). This offers up to 
three times the data capacity of GPRS 

 the delivery of advanced 
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 to the 

 content 
 inaccessi-

bandwidth 

 transmission of 

scribers in any one dedicated link. Given 
the ADSL speed and latency (the time 
taken for the signal to travel from source 
to destination) it is sometimes not fast 
enough for real-time applications and is 
also subject to ‘packet loss’ (a ‘packet’ is 
a piece of a message sent over a network 
such as the Internet). Internet protocol 
(IP) networks (an IP network such as the 
Internet is something like the postal sys-
tem for your data or information, allow-
ing your computer to address a packet 
and drop it onto a network safe in the 
knowledge it will reach its destination) 
are managed dynamically and if there is 
a problem, packets can be discarded and 
re-requested. However, the interruption 
during real-time uses such as videocon-
ferencing can lead to the irreplaceable 

with it, the lack of true interaction. This 
loss of parts of the sound and vision and, 

problem is being addressed by a proc-
ess called conditioning that reduces the 
latency and contention problems. 

Educators are not totally unfamil-
iar with broadband. The JANET and 
SUPERJanet networks provide what 
is virtually an ‘on-campus’ environ-
ment for education establishments. Such 

100 inhabitants.7 

fixed line

to deploy. 

fectly feasible. 

and allows
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Table 1  Data speed abbreviations and their meanings 

Abbreviation Spoken Bits per second Alternative abbreviations 

Kbps Kilobits 1,000 Kb or Kbits 

Mbps Megabits 1,000,000 Mb or Mbits 

Gbps Gigabits 1,000,000,000 Gb or Gbits 

Table 2  Comparison of the amount of
types of Internet account 

 time taken to download a 1 MB file on different 

Account type Speed Bits per second Time to download 1 MB 

Dial-up 56 Kbps 56,000 143 seconds 

ISDN 128 Kbps 128,000 63 seconds 

Broadband 1 Mbps 1,000,000 8 seconds 

mobile services such as downloading of 
music and video clips and full multime
dia messaging as well as Internet access 
and email on the move. 

Third generation (3G) networks have 
higher speeds more suited to educational 
applications. Speeds of 2 Megabits per 
second (Mbps) are achievable although, 
again, users will probably experience 

access course material and information 
when they are away from the campus.  
This possibility has been facilitated 
by the launch of public Wi-LAN serv
ices that are accessible via ‘hot-spots’ 
installed in a variety of locations includ
ing coffee shops, hotels, airports and 
railway stations. 

To complete the Wi-family, WiMax is a 

from one computer to another across 
a network (including the Internet). ‘K’ 
stands for a thousand, ‘M’ for a million 
and ‘G’ for a billion. Table 1 sums it up. 

To demonstrate how the speeds relate 
to one another in terms of ‘waiting time’, 
the Table 2 compares the amount of time 
it would take to download (or copy) a 
1 MB (mega byte) file from a computer 
on the Internet to your own computer (a 
byte is equal to 8 bits, and thus a 1 MB 
file is roughly 8,000,000 bits). 

2. COMMUNICATION TOOLS 
ICT is making the interactive sharing 
of knowledge and information possi
ble through increasingly faster ways of 
communicating and accessing informa
tion. Email, newsgroups, mailing lists 
and chat rooms are well-known forms 
of communication media. These may be 
described as follows: 
• Email (electronic mail) is a messag

ing service that allows text messages 
and attached files to be sent and 
received to and from a known user 
address using a computer network 
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lower speeds of, say, 144 Kbps. However, 
even at these speeds, new applications 
such as web-browsing and fi le trans
fer are possible. Already 3G is being 
upgraded: HSPDA (high speed down
link packet access) is being deployed to 
increase the speed from network to user 
by a factor of 4-5, making it suitable for 
mobile broadband multimedia services 
including mobile TV. 

The constraint for such applications 
would seem to be the screen of a typi
cal mobile phone. However, 3G services 
are also suitable for use with other ter
minals: 3G data cards are available for 
slotting into laptops, personal digital 
assistants (PDAs) and notebooks, turn
ing them into full-scale 3G terminals. 

However, for such terminals 3G does 
not offer the sole method of connectiv
ity. Operating at 11 Mbps or 54 Mbps 
and higher (depending on the standard 
utilised), wireless local area networks 
(Wi-LANs) have both on-campus and 
off-campus roles. In the former they  
are ideal for extending a network infra
structure to additional buildings or to 
buildings that are difficult to connect 
via cable. Off-campus their usefulness 
is for students (and tutors) who wish to 

method for broadband access providing 
high throughput broadband connections 
over long distances; it is the wireless  
equivalent of the ‘last-mile’ cable con
nection into the home, office or college. 

One other wireless technology war
rants a brief mention: Bluetooth. This is 
named after a 10th century Danish king 
who unified Christianity in Denmark 
and whose name conjures up an interest
ing differential diagnosis. In technical 
terms, however, Bluetooth is a short
range radio technology that connects 
different pieces of electronic equipment 
being used for cable-less short-distance 
links, eg between a PC and a printer. 
It is also the preferred medium for the 
connection between headsets and mobile 
phones and may well have future wire
less applications at the dental chair side. 

Note – the speed of data
or information 

The letters bps are short for bits per sec
ond, a measure of speed. Simply stated, 
the higher the bps, the less time it takes 
for data or information to transmit and 
thus it is similar to miles per hour (mph) 
in that sense. As a rule, bps is used as  
a measure of the speed of getting data 

(computers linked together). This 
may be locally within a company or 
institute LAN (local area network) 
or a WAN (wider area network) such 
as the Internet; while it is not 100% 
secure, it is relatively confi dential. 
In January 2007, 1.1 billion con
nections were estimated worldwide 
with 37 million in the UK (rank
ing sixth in the world behind USA, 
China, Japan, Germany and India) 
and 210 million in the USA.8 An IDC 
(International Data Corporate) study 
entitled E-mail usage forecast and 
analysis, 2000-2005 suggests that the 
number of emails sent on an average 
day reached 10 billion worldwide in 
2000 and, by 2005, this was expected 
to triple to a staggering 35 billion 
emails sent daily9 

• Newsgroups (or forums) are ‘online’ 
discussion groups which allow text
based messages to be openly acces
sible at a public site on the Internet. 
Messages may come from anywhere 
with no verification of the identity 
of the sender and can be read by 
anyone. Each newsgroup is generally 
concerned with one particular subject 
or a common interest of a group of 
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Table 3  The educational advantages of email, newsgroups, mailing lists and chat rooms 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Accessibility 

Individuals and groups have instant 
access to information, which keeps them 
constantly up to date. Able to address large 
numbers. 

Time consuming to answer all the 
emails. Instant responses may be 
sent which may be regretted later. 

Collaborative 
learning 

Student or research group can be easily 
contacted by the teacher for the provi
sion of answers, setting of tasks or group 
discussions. The teacher or trainer remains 
informed of ongoing discussions and com
munications. 

Too transparent, students may feel 
they have little privacy from their 
peers or teachers 

Resources 

Provides students with rapid access to 
frequently changing local and worldwide 
opinions and information throughout their 
training programmes. Provides a variety of 
resources for evidence-based work. 

Information overload which can 
also generate more paper. Little 
quality control of many web-based 
resources. 

Administration 

Provides teachers with an excellent and 
efficient administrative information tool. 
Fosters tutoring with students as or when 
required. 

Need to be constantly in touch so 
as not to miss changes to arrange
ments. Students also like face to 
face meetings 

ICT training 
Users become familiar and confi dent with 
the use of this technology. It can also can 
stimulate wider interest in ICT 

Some may find the use and power of 
technology daunting 

people with different sub-discussions 
automatically attached. These discus
sions are usually listed in ‘threads’ to 
allow ease of access and continuity 

• Mailing lists (or distribution lists) 
are a hybrid of email and news
groups. Participation requires a user 
to ‘sign-in’ and allows members 
to send a message by email to the 
address of the mailing list, which 
redistributes it automatically to all 
the other participants. The discus
sions’ threads are not grouped as in 
the newsgroup but by using email; 
the name and address of the sender 
is usually identifi able 

• Chat rooms are online areas allow
ing a synchronous exchange of 
written messages between several 
people. Each time a participant types 
and sends a message, the dialogue 
is immediately visible to all in the 
chat room. Chat rooms may be set 
up on a local network, but are more 
commonly found on the Internet. The 
chat rooms can be public, in which 
case participants may be anonymous 
and use pseudonyms. They can also 
be private within a local learning or 
communications environment. 

Table 3 summarises the educational 
advantages and disadvantages of email, 

newsgroups, mailing lists and chat 
rooms. 

With the advent of Web 2.0, more 
users are connecting and collaborat-
ing democratically through social 
software such as FacebookTM (www.face-
book.com), MySpaceTM (www.myspace. 
com) and BeboTM (www.bebo.com). 
Both informal and formal learning can 
occur when these tools are used. Social 
bookmarking software such as del. 
icio.us (http://del.icio.us) and CiteU-
Like (www.citeulike.org) enable lists of 
bookmarked sites to be made available 
to others using a search tool. Multime-
dia sharing software of images, videos 
and podcasts is made possible through 
websites such as FlickrTM (www.fl ickr. 
com), YouTube (www.youtube.com) and 
Odeo (http://odeo.com), respectively.10 

Blogging and wikis are discussed below 
and RSS feeds (real simple syndica-
tion) are discussed in Section 6. RSS 
feeds are a method of collating and 

This

distributing updates and news from 
designated websites.10 

• Blogging (weblogging): a more 
recent use of online communication 
is the ‘blog’. This is a personal online 
journal accessible by all web users. 
Its contents can vary from anything 
from an individual’s personal diary 
to an academic exercise. Blogs can be 

encourage learning 
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a useful collaborative aid, allowing 
students to air their views and 
opinions on their courses and 
coursework, and access those of 
their contemporaries11 

• Wikis are collaborative web applica
tions that allow users to edit content. 
Wiki is short for wiki wikiweb, where 
‘wiki wiki’ means quick in Hawai
ian.11 An example of current use is 
updating the dental therapeutics 
knowledge base as an online task for 
undergraduate dental students.12 

3. RICH MEDIA IN INTERACTIVE 
TRAINING AND LEARNING 

The cornerstone of interactive training 
and learning is the effective use of rich 
media The term ‘rich media’ is synony
mous with interactive multimedia, which 
has been defined as the combination of 
sight, sound and the senses through 
the use of contemporary technology.13 

Indeed, a new grammar is developing 
that incorporates new meanings based 
on semiotic theory that are evolving 
from the use of such sense-enhancing 
tools.14 Multimedia interactive learning 
can combine text and illustrations, vid
eos, sound and animation with feedback. 

 may include student questions, 
testing and tracking of the students’ 
progress. Interactive learning has sev
eral additional benefi ts including: 
• The delivery of consistent standard

ised training across an organisation, 
school or university at a lower cost 
than using ‘live’ instructors, yet still 
ensuring students receive the same 
level of instruction.3 This delivery 
allows the student to study at the 
most convenient times both during 
and outside normal work hours with 
reduction in timetabling constraints 

• Electronic records of the presented 
material and of the responses to tasks 
set for the students can enable and 

• Continuing education is an excellent 
model for the use of interactive train
ing in conjunction with online testing 
and verification that the course has 
been completed satisfactorily. 

Interactive training can be delivered 
on a stand-alone or networked environ
ment. Both delivery methods provide 
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similar benefi ts, including: 
• Ease of accessibility and cost: 

interactive training allows person
nel at various locations, or those 
working shifts, equal opportunity 
to learn. Although initial develop
ment or purchase of course materials 
and hardware requires a signifi cant 
investment, live training can be 
much more costly3 

• Delivery: learning is interactive, per
sonalised, flexible and self-paced, as 
opposed to instructor-led classroom 
training that is sometimes didactic 
and rigid. Performance results can 
also be fed back to the student and 
the system adapted to the learning 
needs of the student 

• Educators: it allows a good educator 
to serve or facilitate many students, 
and permits access to geographically 
remote experts 

• Networked interactive learning 
also has additional specifi c benefi ts 
including ease of content updating, 
monitoring student data and group 
activities ranging from text-based 

Table 4  DVD format applications 

DVD format application 

DVD-video Interactive or linear video programs 

DVD-ROM Multimedia programs or data storage of any type, requires a computer 

DVD-R* Record-once format used in developing DVD-video or DVD-ROM programs 

DVD-RAM** Re-recordable format, used as a computer peripheral to store fi les 

DVD-audio Audio only format, specifications still in development 

* DVD R disc capacity = 3.95 GB, single sided/single layer 

** DVD RAM disc capacity = 5.2 GB, double sided/single layer 

CD-ROM drive is a component of a com
puter that can read information from a 
CD-ROM. In addition, computer CD-ROM 
drives are capable of playing audio CDs 
as they share similar technology. 

CD-ROMs are particularly well-suited 
to information that requires large stor
age capacity, for example pictures or 
video. They have been used as a vehi
cle to provide a wide range of compu
ter-aided learning programmes for the 
continuing professional education of 
dentists in England.15 The arrival of 
compact recordable discs (CD-Rs) and 

With these features, educators can use 
either a DVD-video player or DVD-ROM 
computer system as tools for providing 
group or individual instruction.16 A DVD 
is often compared to a compact disc as 
it is looks and feels the same. However 
a DVD can hold two sides of informa
tion on the same disc, and each side can 
contain two layers of data. 

DVD formats 
According to the DVD Forum (an inter
national association of hardware man
ufacturers, software fi rms and other 
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discussion groups to live audio 
and video. 

4. COMPACT DISCS AND DIGITAL 
VIDEO DISCS 

Compact discs 

Compact discs (CDs) are capable of stor
ing digital information. The two most 
popular types of CDs are those used 
by the music industry to store digital 
recordings and CD-ROMs (compact disc 
read-only memory) used to store com
puter data and programs. The CD-ROM 
is a type of optical disc (an optical disc 
is a storage medium using laser technol
ogy to read and write data) capable of 
recording large amounts of data up to 
650 megabytes (a megabyte is a unit of 
computer storage approximately equiva
lent to 1 million characters), which is 
about 300,000 text pages. 

The CD-ROM was originally a ‘read
only’ disc that cannot be erased or have 
new data added once it is manufactured 
or produced, however read-write discs 
are now commonplace. All CD-ROMs 
conform to a standard size and format, 
thus allowing any type of CD-ROM to  
be accessed in any CD-ROM drive. A 

compact re-writable discs (CD-RWs) has 
expanded the versatility and uses of 
the CD. 

Digital versatile discs (DVDs) 
DVD is the abbreviation for either digital 
versatile disc or digital video disc – both 
terms are interchangeable. DVD tech
nology was launched in 1995 as a major 
step forward in optical disc technology, 
since when it has become the most suc
cessful consumer electronics product 
of all time.16 It can address technology 
needs that neither the earlier ‘laser disc’ 
nor the CD-ROM alone can fully meet. 
DVD movie discs and home entertain
ment DVD players are now readily avail
able but there are also applications for 
teaching and learning. 

In effect, DVD is a second generation 
CD-ROM combining the best features of 
laser disc and CD-ROM programs, cre
ating a multimedia platform that can 
deliver high quality, full motion video  
and CD quality audio. It also provides an 
on-screen interactive navigation capa
bility with branching (branching allows 
the user to select a particular lesson  
from a list of menu options or to quickly 
navigate through the program content). 

users of DVDs that promotes the broad 
acceptance of DVD products worldwide), 
there are fi ve specified DVD disc formats 
(Table 4). 

The two most important DVD formats 
for education are DVD-video and DVD-
ROM as these formats can be used to 
deliver educational content to schools, 
universities and libraries. The format 
of the disc describes how information 
is stored on the disc and which type of 
hardware system must be used to play  
the disc. 

DVD-video offers additional features 
for teachers based on the educational 
objectives of the program. It can be a 
highly interactive platform that does not 
require a computer and is easy to use by 
both teachers and students. 

High Definition (HD) or Blu-Ray (BD) 
optical disks are also available and can 
store up to 60 GB of videos with line  
resolutions almost double (1,080) that of 
normal PAL (phase alternating line) TVs 
(576). Latterly, the use of USB (univer
sal serial bus) hard drives (USB sticks)  
has allowed fast and reliable storage and 
transfer of large amounts of data (many 
gigabytes), which is already numbering 
the days of the discs. 
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Fig. 1  Screenshot of homepage of Year 5 dental undergraduate web-based course 

lecturing and telling (‘sage on the stage’) 
to facilitating and guiding (‘guide on the 
side’) has emerged.18 

To optimise the use of the Internet for 
education, the incorporation of active 
learning strategies into teaching must 
include more than just downloading 
material from the course. The value of 
well-delivered lectures is known despite 
the low level of participation from the 
audience.19 Web-based learning tools can 
challenge students with a task, provide 
them with resources that support higher 
or critical level thinking through active 
learning and have them work together 
collaboratively.20 

Ten years ago, children were intro
duced to the computer by playing games; 
today they are introduced through 
the worldwide web, and are familiar 
with information at their fi ngertips. 
Programs enhanced by web-based tools 
have been shown to increase student 
performance by making them more con
fident and thus allowing them to deal  
with information in ways that make the 
material more relevant to their lives.21 

There are a number of ways that these 
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5. VIRTUAL LEARNING 
ENVIRONMENTS 

‘Online learning is not the next big thing; 
it is the now big thing.’ 

Donna J. Abernathy, Editor of Training 
and Development, 1999. 

Technological developments (eg www, 
digital satellite technology and innova
tive applications of virtual reality) are 
having dramatic effects on learning 
environments at all levels. Learning 
can be mediated through the web using 

prepared electronic materials presented 
simply or in sophisticated learning envi
ronments – the so-called ‘virtual class
room’ or virtual learning environment 
(VLE) for which sophisticated software 
tools exist, eg Moodle™, Blackboard™  
including WebCT (Web Course Tools) 
(Fig. 1). These online learning environ
ments can include interactions between 
partners in the learning process, learn
ing by doing and collaborative learning 
tasks.17 A shift in pedagogical practice 
from traditional teaching styles such as 

courses can transform teaching, learn
ing, and the curriculum: 
• Web-enhanced training programs can 

more actively engage students in the 
construction of their own knowledge 
by imbuing them with a learning 
responsibility. They have also moved 
learning from an individual, isolated 
act towards a collaborative activity 
where ideas are considered in a much 
wider context22 

• Web tools, and ICT in general, remove 
the barriers between the classroom 
and the real world. Technology can 
expand a student’s ability to express, 
understand and use ideas by referenc
ing a worldwide resource, rather than 
a limited local resource22 

• Web-based learning can empower 
students to use other ICT tools such as 
email, newsgroups etc, that facilitate 
the learning process 

• Web-based tools and ICT can increase 
the quantity and quality of informa
tion shared between teachers 
and students.3,23 

Methods of assuring quality must 
be incorporated into the programme. 

Fig. 2  Videoconferencing system with bridged link between three sites 
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Teachers will need to embrace the fea
tures of an online pedagogy so that they 
can best use their traditional teaching 
resources, often to larger and geographi
cally separated audiences. However, 
there are limits. The ideal numbers are 
thought to be between 20 and 35 stu
dents to tutor where an emailed response 
to textbook materials constitutes the 
learning environment.24 

The integration of web-based learning 
tools into teaching should commence 
with simple exercises before using all the 
web-based learning components. Simple 
rules can keep order within the course. 
For instance, periods of time are defi ned 
when rapid response is guaranteed or  
when teachers will be in chat rooms.25 

Principles of good online design will be 
discussed in a later article in this series. 

A new generation of web applications 
is becoming available that combines 
data from more than one source into a  
single integrated tool (Mashups, www. 
mashups.com). Teaching and learning 
tools can also be linked together through 
a systems-based infrastructure – a sort 
of electronic super glue – called a serv
ice orientated architecture (SOA). This is 
forming the basis of VLE 2.0.26 

6. VIDEOCONFERENCING 
AND WEBCASTING 

Videoconferencing 

Videoconferencing allows video, audio 
and data to be transmitted and received 
between two or more sites at the same 
time. Computer programs can also be 
shared. Videoconferencing can take a 
number of forms, which include: 
• One-to-one meetings (or ‘point-to

point’ communication), which use 
full two-way video and audio 

• One-to-many involving full audio 
and video broadcast from a main site, 
with other, receiving sites having 
only an audio transmitting capability 
(eg a lecture from a main site, with 
remote audio allowing the distant 
students to ask questions) 

• Many-to-many (known as ‘multi
point’ communication) which pro
vides audio and video between two or 
more sites. Most multi-point systems 
allow only one site in the conference 
to be seen at a time, with switching 
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and full-motion video and can be usu-
ally offered at ‘basic rate’ and ‘primary 
rate’. Basic rate provides two lines at 64 
Kbps each. This represents the number 
of data channels and one control chan-
nel allowing reasonable quality vide-
oconferencing. Primary rate provides 
30 x 64 Kbps data channels and one 
control channel and allows excellent 
quality video and audio. (It should be 

ingly incorporate the IP (Internet proto-
col) rather than just ISDN. Each computer 
is given a unique IP address (a special 
number). This allows one computer to  
link directly with another provided the 
addresses are known and permission 

have a pre-existing IP infrastructure, 
and some of the compression software 

com) or
noted that primary rate services in non-
European countries such as the USA and 
Japan usually use 23 data channels and 
one control channel, which provides a 
lower bandwidth). 

Videoconferencing systems increas-

granted. Many institutional networks 

required for effi cient data transmission 
is available free. With improvements in 
IP transmission in terms of reliability  
and security it is possible that it will 

systems such as SkypeTM

tive work

there is
as it can
obvious

regional online

four
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between sites either controlled manu
ally or voice activated. 

To allow any of these forms of vide
oconferencing to take place, differ
ent types of equipment or ‘hardware’ 
is required. The most common types of 
videoconferencing equipment include: 
• Desktop videoconferencing (a small 

camera is located on top of the PC 
with the video/audio input from the 
remote location displayed in a small 
window onscreen) 

• Meeting room systems (a dedicated 
room is equipped for videoconfer
encing with cameras, microphones, 
display monitors (Fig. 2). Other 
equipment may also be deployed such 
as document viewers. 

Delivery 
Currently the delivery of videocon
ferencing is available through three 
‘carriers’, ISDN, computer Internet pro
tocol (IP)-based systems and satellite 
systems. 

ISDN provides fast, high capacity dig
ital transmission of voice, data, images  

replace ISDN as the preferred delivery 
protocol for videoconferencing, thereby 
eliminating the disadvantage of the lat
ter’s call charges. 

Satellite broadcast or satellite trans
missions offer large transmission 
bandwidths and are normally used for 
one-to-many conferences. Although 
expensive, cost is not affected by dis
tance and therefore it may be used 
where very large distances or many sites 
are involved. 

Using videoconferencing 
The basic hardware components for vide
oconferencing include CODEC, cameras, 
microphones, speakers (or headphones), 
video capture cards (video capture refers 
to storing video images in a computer) 
and network cards or ISDN adaptors (to 
connect the computer to the ISDN line). 
Most of these components are now pack
aged into a set-top box that connects 
to a standard TV screen, to which High 
Definition TV technology is increasingly 
being applied. 

A wide range of software is available 
and its effectiveness depends on the 
kind of tasks it is expected to perform. 
‘Multipoint’ (a method where data is only 
sent once but received by every partici
pant) is one solution allowing many-to
many conferences over networks. 

Videoconferencing can be used for a 
variety of purposes including personal 
communication, normally using desktop 

 (www.skype. 
 dedicated studios, collabora

 using shared applications, 
presentations and education involving 
one-to-many connections with student 
sites. However, it is most useful when  

 a clear communication need 
 reduce travel costs, provide  

 enhancements over standard 
telephone conversations and provide a 
better environment for quality remote 
teaching. Projects at a postgraduate and 
undergraduate level in dentistry have 
clearly illustrated these points. The pilot 

 videoconferencing in 
dentistry (PROVIDENT) project linked 

 London teaching hospitals with 
eight postgraduate centres in the Thames 
regions.27,28 Dental undergraduate educa
tion by teleconferencing (DUET) linked a 
remote practice in the Isle of Wight with 
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Fig. 3  Virtual reality headgear in use 

webcasting provides ‘one-to-many’ com
munications allowing people to take part 
in an event or a presentation remotely. 
The advantage of webcasting over tel
evision or radio broadcasting is the 

satisfactorily access a webcast are a PC 
complete with a sound card, speakers, 
connection to the Internet (minimum rec
ommended connection speed is 28.8 Kbps) 
and media player software. Two popular 
streaming media players are the ‘Real 
Player’ by Real Networks (http://www.  
real.com) and the ‘Windows Media Player’ 
by Microsoft (http://www.windowsmedia. 
com), both of which can be can be down
loaded free from the Internet. 

Webcasting can be used for distance 
learning and education in a similar 
fashion to videoconferencing with the 
added benefit of being time-independ
ent. Webcasting can also be used for  
press conferences and media events, live 
seminars and global company events 
and for delivering CPD.31 

Podcasting and RSS 
(real simple syndication) feeds 

A podcast is a media fi le that is distrib
uted over the Internet for playback on 
portable media players (such as MP3 
[moving picture experts group audio 
layer 3] or iPod™ players) and PCs. RSS is 
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students at a London teaching hospital 
150 kilometres away.29 The Dublin Dental 
School has been using its videoconfer
encing facilities for one-to-one links but 
is expanding its capabilities throughout 
Ireland as part of its continuing dental 
education programme. 

Videophones have provided a simple 
audiovisual communication alternative 
when the bandwidth has been restricted. 
Using satellite links, videophones have 
been used most recently for televised  
reports from war zones. 

Webcasting 
Webcasting, also referred to as ‘net
casting’ or ‘Internet broadcasting’, is 
the transmission of live or pre-recorded 
audio or video to computers that are 
connected to the Internet. Similar to 
television, radio or videoconferencing, 

availability of information globally, 24 
hours a day, seven days a week. One of 
the most famous webcasts, which drew 
9 million logons, was for a concert by 
singer Madonna in London in November 
2002.30 This webcast was delivered by 
Microsoft to demonstrate the excellent 
video and audio quality webcasting can 
provide, although it also demonstrated 
the infancy of the technology as many 
‘virtual fans’ were left disappointed as  
the huge demand on the webcast site led 
to numerous complaints of bad quality  
video and audio. 

The technology that allows webcast
ing to take place is known as ‘streaming 
media technology’. Streaming media tech
nologies transmit audio and video from a 
centralised source, known as a ‘server’, 
to a client on a computer, known as a 
‘media player’. When the user requests a 
streaming media file, for example a pre
recorded video/audio track or live trans
mission, the server sends a stream of data 
‘packets’ (small groups of digital data) to 
the media player where it plays as it is 
received. It means that there is no need 
to download the video file which is likely 
to be enormous in size. The hardware and 
software requirements to allow a user to 

a family of web feed formats that allows 
users to subscribe to podcasts and pub
lishes the latest digital content.32 

7. USE OF INTERACTIVE 
TELEVISION LINKS 

Interactive television links (iTV) is a 
format in which domestic television 
technology is blended with the interac
tive abilities usually associated with the 
Internet, DVD or other ICT tools. This 
technology is facilitated through a ‘back 
channel’ and/or an advanced set-top 
terminal allowing the provision of tel
evisual interactive content for users and 
viewers. A set-top terminal or box is a 
device that serves as a gateway between 
the television and a telephone or cable 
connection. In interactive television 
networks, the set-top box receives dig
ital signals and either converts them 
into analogue signals for display on an 
analogue television or a digital monitor 
or High Definition device. In addition, 
the set-top box receives user input, usu
ally via infrared remote control, which is 
transmitted back to the network. Set-top 
boxes, which are almost as powerful as 
computers complete with software and 
hardware upgrade-ability, can combine 

Fig. 4  DentSim simulator 
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many functions including television 
receiver, modem, Internet browser, elec
tronic programme guide (EPG) and DVD 
player. iTV has many differing deliv
ery systems, technical standards, uses 
and content, all of which have a com
mon factor in that television nowadays  
provides entertainment, education and 
information to billions of people around 
the world and also contributes to their 
leisure and social lives. 

Education can also be provided via 
television links to live or pre-recorded 
events. These links can be either via 
extra-terrestrial communication satellites 
or via cable links. The MedLive/Interna
tional Online Academy project provided 
an example of the use of communication 
satellites to deliver continuing education 
to dentists in their own homes.33 Within 
MedLive, a range of both live and pre
recorded programmes were transmitted 
from a central studio and received via set
top boxes. This method offers the advan
tages of broadband technology to deliver 
high quality still and moving images and 
excellent quality sound. However, it has 

practical procedures in three dimensions. 
Although surgical simulation of opera
tions using gloves with mini sensors, 
VR glasses and a remote robotic opera
tor have been described, the main use of 
VR is still in games (Fig. 3). VR specta
cles have been used as a distraction for 
patients undergoing dental treatment, 
but patients can become disorientated 
for some time after using the goggles 
and so should not operate machinery or 
drive a car for at least an hour following 
their use.34 Immersion chambers such 
as the CAVE (computer assisted virtual 
environment) can allow the user to walk 
through 3D images such as the heart and 
lungs, and manipulate them.35 

In the field of simulation, sophisti
cated PC-based devices have been cre
ated using multiple infrared (IR) laser 
emitting devices (LEDs) and IR sensors 
to register the relative position of the 
drill, phantom head and teeth accurately. 
DentSim is such a system which can 
precisely reproduce cavity and crown 
preparations giving real-time feed
back in 3D to the operator (http://www. 

and patient add an important dimension 
to training. 

Computer programmes (software) can 
also produce VR effects. Two- and three
dimensional objects can be incorporated 
into the web that can be controlled by 
the viewer (Fig. 5).36 

CONCLUSIONS 
The use of the ICT is likely to continue 
to expand at an exponential rate of 
development in the future. The advent of 
computers will be as important as that 
of printing in facilitating the transfer of 
information to and between global pop
ulations. Computers and workstations 
are being manufactured with many of 
the required components as standard  
features, for example DVD drives and 
advanced video adaptors. Local and 
wide area networks will also evolve to  
cope with the increased data demands of 
these tools, now called Web 2.0.37 Time 
and travel savings and the already com
prehensive literature on the use of ICT in 
education are compelling arguments to 
encourage its uptake in this fi eld. 
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the disadvantages that communication 
satellite time is expensive and at present 
there is little potential for real-time direct 
interaction between the receiver and 
the broadcaster. 

8. VIRTUAL REALITY (VR)
AND SIMULATION 

The ability to create ‘virtual’ or ‘alter
native’ reality enables simulation of 

denx.com) (Fig. 4). These simulators 
are particularly valuable in pre-clinical 
and postgraduate training, in retrain
ing and in the assessment of students. 
There is no doubt that future VR devices 
will provide accurate representations of 
many other procedures and will be valu
able training simulators. However, the 
human element must never be dismissed, 
as the interaction with both a real tutor 

All educators should be encouraged to 
investigate the available ICT technolo
gies and tools in the context of educa
tion – as Mason states, ‘A good teacher 
is a good teacher in any medium’. 38 Stu
dents can be provided with an enriched 
and diverse active learning environment 
which is student-centred and collabora
tive. It must be remembered that tradi
tional methods occasionally break down 
too, eg slide projector bulbs break and the 
chalk goes missing. In the fi nal analysis, 
dedication, application and patience are 
needed to ensure long-term gain as the 
challenge continues in education to pri
oritise the appropriate development and 
investment in ICT. However, the educa
tional needs must drive the development 
of the appropriate technology, not the 
tools themselves looking for a purpose. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

3G – Third generation networks – 
capable of transmitting video 
ADSL – Asynchronous digital 
service lines 
BD – Blu-ray defi nition 
BSG – Broadband Stakeholder Group 
CAVE – Computer assisted virtual 
environment 
CD-ROM – Compact disc-read 
only memory 
DVD – Digital versatile/video disc 
EU – European Union 
HD – High defi nition video 
IP – Internet protocol – postal system 
addressing for individual computers 
ISDN – Integrated services 
digital network 
JANET – Joint academic network 
– superfast academic network
 
MP3 – Moving picture experts 

group audio layer 3
 
OECD – Organisation of Economic 

Cooperation and Development
 
PAL – Phased alternating line
 
RSS – Real simple syndication
 
SDSL – Synchronous digital 


SHDSL – Symmetric services, offering 
higher speeds in both directions 
SOA – Service orientated architecture 
USB – Universal serial bus 
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